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ABOUT STANDARD & POOR’S 500
The Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) is a stock market index 
that tracks the largest 500 publicly traded U.S. companies. 
Investors have long used the S&P 500 as a benchmark for their 
investments as it tends to signal overall market health.

The S&P 500 is a “free-floating index” meaning that it only takes 
into consideration the health and price of shares that are 
publicly traded; it does not consider government-owned or 
privately-owned shares. The index is a popular choice for long-
term investors who wish to watch growth over the coming 
decades.

(https://abovethegreenline.com/sp-500/)

https://abovethegreenline.com/sp-500/


DATA SET & 
PREPARATION

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/andrewmvd/sp-500-stocks
(retrieved 9 August 2022)

• Stock and company data on all members of the popular financial index

• Because the index includes multiple classes of stock of some constituent 
companies—for example, Alphabet's Class A (GOOGL) and Class C 
(GOOG)—there are actually 505 stocks in the gauge

• 3 text files: sp500_companies.csv, sp500_index.csv, and sp500_stocks.csv

• Total 26 columns

• After downloading the file, I reviewed the metadata to make sense of 
the data and then uploaded the 3 files into Tableau

• Both union and joint were made to correlate the data together for this
presentation

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/andrewmvd/sp-500-stocks


META DESCRIPTION
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
Exchange An open, organized marketplace where stocks, bonds, commodities, options and futures are traded
Symbol "Ticker". Unique code given to a company listed on the exchange
Shortname Company's short name
Longname Company's long name
Sector Sector of the Company
Industry Industry of the Company
Currentprice Most recent selling price of a stock

Marketcap Market value of the company's outstanding shares. Calculated as: 
CurrentPrice X Outstandingshares

Ebitda
It’s a profitability calculation that measures how profitable a company is before paying interest to creditors, taxes 
to the government, and taking paper expenses like depreciation and amortization. It is calculated as:
NetIncome + Interest + Taxes + Depreciation + Amortization

Revenuegrowth Increase (or decrease) in a company’s sales from one period to the next. It is calculated as
Current Period Sales − Prior Period Sales / Prior Period Sales

City City of the Company's HQ
State State of the Company's HQ
Country Company's country of origin
Fulltimeemployees Total full time employees in the company
Longbusinesssummary Summary about the company's business

Weight S&P 500 uses marketcap weighing method, where weight of each stock is calculated as:
Companymarkercap / Totalofallmarketcap



AGENDA

As an intern in an investment 
firm, you are tasked to develop a 
dashboard to present to beginner 
investors on the S&P500 ETF.

While the S&P500 ETF is a popular 
index fund to invest into, you will 
have to give context and explain 
why the index fund is a good
option for beginning investors 
based on your analysis of the ETF.



MARKET CAPITALIZATION BY SECTOR

View chart here:

The S&P 500 works by tracking 
the market capitalization of 
companies within its index. 

Market capitalization refers to 
the total dollar market value of 

a company’s outstanding 
shares and is calculated by 
multiplying the number of 

outstanding shares times the 
market price. The index 

periodically adjusts the market 
capitalization of the 500 

companies as companies add 
or take away shares from the 

market.

https://abovethegreenline.com
/sp-500/

The Technology sector takes 
up the lion’s share in total 
market cap at 27.72%.

The remaining of the Top 5 
sectors collectively make up 
46.57% of the total market 
cap.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW

https://abovethegreenline.com/sp-500/
https://public.tableau.com/views/VIDAProjectbyDCLPart1/ParetoDualAxis?:language=en-US&publish=yes&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


AVERAGE REVENUE GROWTH BY SECTOR

View chart here:

Despite the Technology 
sector being the top sector in 
market cap, it is the 
Consumer Cyclical and Energy 
sectors that possess higher 
average revenue growth.

Top 5 Contributors to the Consumer Cyclical Sector in 
Earnings (EITDA)

Top 5 Contributors to the Energy Sector in Earnings 
(EITDA)

CLICK HERE TO VIEW

https://public.tableau.com/views/VIDAProjectbyDCLPart1/AvgRevenueGrowthbySector?:language=en-US&publish=yes&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


SNAPSHOT OF THE LARGEST SECTOR IN S&P 500
CLICK HERE TO VIEW Technology stocks have been 

performing well year on year 
and has grown from 15% of 

the S&P 500 in 2008 during the 
financial crisis 

(https://www.investopedia.co
m/news/tech-concentration-
sp-500-highest-1999-fb-aapl/) 

to about 28% today, 
accounting to the largest share 

of the S&P 500.

The dominance of tech stocks 
in the S&P 500 is set to shrink 

next year after the index’s 
overseer announced revisions 
that will reclassify the sectors 

of some major shares. 

(https://www.bloomberg.com/
news/articles/2022-04-01/s-p-

500-tweaks-to-cut-tech-s-
weight-as-payment-firms-

move-sector)

https://public.tableau.com/views/VIDAProjectbyDCLPart1/Story?:language=en-US&publish=yes&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link
https://www.investopedia.com/news/tech-concentration-sp-500-highest-1999-fb-aapl/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-04-01/s-p-500-tweaks-to-cut-tech-s-weight-as-payment-firms-move-sector


STOCK COMPONENTS OF THE S&P 500
FROM 2012 TO 2021 (MONTHLY; ANIMATED)

CLICK HERE TO VIEWIn order to be included in the S&P 
500, a company must meet certain 
requirements, including achieving 
a specific market cap (at least 
$13.1 billion), having a majority of
its shares in public hands, and 
being a public company for at least 
a year.

(https://www.investopedia.com/art
icles/investing/090414/sp-500-
index-you-need-know.asp)

The S&P 500 is thus a frequently 
updated market index of the 500 
biggest large-cap, publicly traded 
American companies. Multiple 
companies are added to and 
removed from the S&P 500 every 
year. 

This chart demonstrates the 
movement of the companies  
listed in the S&P 500 for the period 
2012 - 2021.

https://public.tableau.com/views/VIDAProjectbyDCLPart3/StockComponentsofSP5002012-2021MonthlyAnimated?:language=en-US&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/090414/sp-500-index-you-need-know.asp


Top companies are concentrated in the states of California (68), New York (54), 
and Texas (43). Interestingly, Montana, Wyoming, North & South Dakota, Kansas, 
New Mexico, Mississippi, West Virginia, South Carolina and Vermont do not have 
publicly listed companies large enough (i.e. market cap) to be included in the 
S&P 500.

COMPANY DISTRIBUTION BY STATE/SECTOR 
OF THE S&P 500

Top companies are distributed closely in the 
Industrials (73), Technology (72), Financials (67) 
sectors. Healthcare (64) and Consumer Cyclical (58) 
follows. These five sectors corresponds with the top 
five revenue output sectors as well. 

Curiously, there are only 20 companies represented 
in high revenue Energy sector. This could be due to 
the monopoly of the sector rather than the lack of 
high market cap companies. 

CLICK HERE TO VIEW

CLICK HERE TO VIEW

https://public.tableau.com/views/VIDAProjectbyDCLPart1/CoyCNTDistributioninUS?:language=en-US&publish=yes&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link
https://public.tableau.com/views/VIDAProjectbyDCLPart1/CoyCNTbySectorTreemap?:language=en-US&publish=yes&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


INDUSTRY COMPOSITION OF THE S&P 500

CLICK HERE TO VIEW

https://public.tableau.com/views/VIDAProjectbyDCLPart1/IndustryDistributionTreemap?:language=en-US&publish=yes&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


EXCHANGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE S&P 500

The S&P 500 companies traded on 
the US exchanges with the majority 
on New York Stock Exchange 
(NYSE/NYQ), followed by National 
Market System (NMS). 

CLICK HERE TO VIEW

https://public.tableau.com/views/VIDAProjectbyDCLPart1/ExgbySectorStackedBarChart?:language=en-US&publish=yes&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


INDEX VALUE VS MOVING AVERAGE 

The index 
plummeted nearly 

20% during the 
onset of COVID-19, 
as equity markets 

reeled over the 
effects of the 

pandemic

The index 
accelerated and 
bounced back in 

the second half of 
2020 and reached 

several all-time 
highs in 2021

This chart represent the trajectory of the index value 
over ten years, between 2012-2021.

The trend line shows that the S&P 500 is consistent 
in performance over medium to long-term capital 
appreciation in the US stock market through 
investment.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW

https://public.tableau.com/views/VIDAProjectbyDCLPart2/Dashboard1?:language=en-US&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link


INDICATIVE OF 
US ECONOMY

The S&P 500's 
movements make big 
headlines because it 

represents 80% of the 
US stock market. 

Stocks could drop in the 
short run, but the S&P 

500 has an amazing 
track record of building 
wealth in the long term.

01
DIVERSE 

PORTFOLIO
The S&P 500 is 

considered well-
diversified by sector, 

which means it includes 
stocks in all major areas, 

including technology 
and consumer 

discretionary—meaning 
declines in some sectors 
may be offset by gains in 

other sectors.

02
REQUIRES NO 
REBALANCING
There is no need to 

actively monitor the 
stock market 

movements and engage 
in intense intra-day 

trading. Even 
inexperienced investors 
can earn high returns by 

investing in the index 
funds.

03

WHY INVEST IN THE S&P 500




